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AS the cost of DASD storage declines, the industry is 
seeing DASD Remote Mirroring as a more effective

disaster recovery strategy. Even with this new and appealing
technology, however, classical backup mechanisms, includ-
ing ABARS, are finding an important niche. ABARS
(Aggregate Backup And Recovery
Support) is a no-charge component of
DFSMShsm and is therefore available
to most OS/390 installations. In this
article, I will examine how ABARS
backups can provide essential support
for important components of a robust
DASD Remote Mirror strategy.

To see how ABARS supplements
an effective DASD Remote Mirror
implementation, I'll first outline some
of the unique strengths of ABARS as
well as some if its weaknesses.
Additionally, I'll discuss the details of
DASD Remote Mirroring implemen-
tations and point out where some
shortfalls can be resolved with the
help of ABARS.

ABOUT ABARS

ABARS provides an integrated backup capability for any
OS/390 data. It produces integrated backups called aggre-
gates, which are comprised of all the files identified in the
selection dataset. ABARS has three essential characteristics:

1. ABARS can back up primary DASD, migrated or tape-
resident data. Although there are clear performance impli-
cations when backing up migrated data from tape rather
than DASD, the process of backing up is transparent to

the storage location and does not require different utilities
or commands to be successful. The backup process also
does not force a recall, so migrated data remains migrated.

2. ABARS backs up all of the metadata required to suc-
cessfully restore each dataset. This
includes catalog information, allocation
parameters and volume details. No
external information is needed to
restore data successfully.

3. ABARS does not require JCL to
be created and maintained in order to
back up or recover aggregates.

In addition to its strengths, we also
need to recognize that ABARS has a
number of weaknesses. First, ABARS
is focused on creating point-in-time
backups on tape. This is a problem if
the recovery point objective for the
data to be protected is very short.
Second, ABARS is driven solely by a

selection dataset, simply a list of dataset names; if you can't
select appropriate datasets for backup purely by their names,
you have a problem. Third, ABARS default parameters create
a "brittle" operating environment where even relatively triv-
ial processing problems can cause the backup to fail. This can
be resolved with appropriate implementation strategies and
supplemental tool sets.

Let's investigate what benefits DASD Remote Mirroring
provides to meet disaster recovery objectives and where
additional challenges remain. As we proceed, I'll point out
where ABARS can provide value in meeting those remain-
ing challenges.

Advantages of Combining
DASD Remote Mirroring and

ABARS

ABARS can be an effective supplemental tool for those data that cannot be mirrored or data
that requires supplemental support to meet recoverable image constraints.
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DASD Remote Mirroring

offers the promise of 

simpler and more effective

recovery from a variety of

disasters, ranging from 

single-application failures

to a completely demolished

data center.
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DASD REMOTE MIRRORING
BACKGROUND

DASD Remote Mirroring technologies
provide the ability to interconnect physi-
cally separated storage subsystems with a
communications link. I/O processes are
duplicated at the remote storage devices
either by storage subsystem controller
microcode or by processor-based services,
depending on the specific implementation
and vendor used. By faithfully duplicating
every I/O and every byte that was trans-
ferred to the local storage subsystem,
DASD Remote Mirroring offers the
promise of simpler and more effective
recovery from a variety of disasters, ranging
from single-application failures to a com-
pletely demolished data center.

Like any practical solution, however, the
cost of the solution will dictate the results
that can be obtained in the real world. The
costs of DASD Remote Mirror recovery
solutions include more than just redundant
DASD capacity costs. Factors such as col-
lateral costs and credible risk assessments
(i.e., the planned recovery scenario) have an
impact on the completeness of the solution
and on the need for other tools to supplement
the anticipated protection. Let's consider the
impact of several technical characteristics
that typically affect the cost and completeness
of implementation in dramatic ways.

ISSUE ONE: PROTECTING 
TAPE DATA

A DASD Remote Mirror strategy has an
inherent limitation — it's a DASD technol-
ogy. Tape-resident data is not protected by
any DASD protection strategy, including
remote mirrors; even if all DASD data is
mirrored, disaster recovery issues dictate
that routine processes capture and protect
all critical data, including tape. Of course,
tape data may well be critical.

There's a way to solve this problem: put
all critical data on DASD. For some organi-
zations, this is possible. For others, data
interchange, critical data identification or
the sheer quantity of tape-resident data
makes this strategy impractical. For the
majority of installations, therefore, ABARS'
ability to make effective backups of tape-
resident data is an important consideration.

There is another aspect of tape-resident
data — HSM migration level 2 data. Since
Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM)

deals specifically with the cascade of device
cost-per-byte hierarchies, I'll discuss level 2
data in the following section.

ISSUE TWO: DASD
STORAGE COST

There is a basic assumption with DASD
Remote Mirror strategies that in order to
support the mirror-image process, the orga-
nization can afford to essentially double the
existing DASD capacity. Although there
are other costs as well, one key litmus test
for remote mirroring is whether both the
organization's current and projected DASD
capacity requirements can in fact be afford-
ably doubled.

Keep in mind that due to the potential
impact on HSM migration strategies DASD
capacity requirements can more than double.
As I discussed previously, DASD remote
mirroring doesn't protect tape-resident data.
This will naturally include data that HSM
has migrated from DASD. The not-so subtle
problem is that this category of data repre-
sents information that is intended to be
DASD-resident, but has had low activity.
This data moves from the potentially
remote-mirror-protected environment of
migration level 1 to the unprotected envi-
ronment of migration level 2, due only to its
lack of activity. However, low activity
should not be confused with lack of criticality
from a disaster recovery standpoint.
Particularly for month-end, quarter-end and
year-end processing, it's typical for low-
activity datasets to be recalled within these
processing cycles — this is not the time to
discover that the data isn't available at the
recovery site!

To resolve this exposure, the DASD storage
cost model may need to include a change to
storage management strategies to keep low-
activity data on DASD permanently. This
will increase both current and projected
required DASD capacities in order to take
advantage of remote mirror protection. This
decision will also have an impact on the
required communications bandwidth, as
discussed in the following section.

An alternative strategy is to use ABARS
to back up migrated data — particularly
from level 2. Since ABARS is capable of
backing up migrated data as well as data
from primary DASD, ABARS backups don't
fail just because of a change in migration
status. ABARS backups also don't recall the
data in order to back them up, so the backups

don't subvert the storage management
decisions that caused the data to migrate in
the first place. Finally, using available
options, ABARS backups can selectively
back up data only if it's on migration level 1
or 2, helping to minimize resource use.

Even if a change in migration strategies
isn't considered necessary, there are cases
where simply doubling DASD capacity for
remote mirror protection can't be considered,
due to the intrinsic cost. In these cases, the
next step is to identify which data are worth
the duplicate investment and establish
DASD Remote Mirror environments specif-
ically for these data. Since DASD Remote
Mirror technologies currently operate at the
volume level, this requirement dictates a
process to re-structure current DFSMS
Storage Group constructs to assure that the
critical storage groups are reasonably
"pure" and ready for mirroring.

A natural consequence of mirroring selected
DASD volumes is the opportunity to miss
critical data residing on a non-mirrored
volume. Although ABARS does not resolve
this issue, ABARS-supporting products from
Mainstar Software and other vendors can
provide management information about the
protection exposures due to remote mirror
mis-assignments. Exposures here include
not only critical datasets on non-mirrored
volumes, but also critical multi-volume
datasets and VSAM cluster components that
impinge on non-mirrored volumes.

ISSUE THREE:
COMMUNICATIONS COST

The cost of communications links has
two sub-components: bandwidth costs and
the performance costs (or mitigation costs)
of propagation delays. 

Bandwidth costs are related to distance
and speed. The term "bandwidth" implies
speed or throughput; high bandwidth equates
to large amounts of data per second and
requires more expensive channel capacity.
Short-run, high-bandwidth requirements —
on the order of a few tens of kilometers —
can be resolved with fiber optic cabling
such as ESCON, but are constrained to
"campus" solutions, where the cable right-of-
way is already owned or is available. For
longer distances, there is usually considerable
cost pressure on minimizing the bit-per-
second demands of a DASD Remote Mirror
communications link. However, reducing
bandwidth also reduces the amount of
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DASD data that can be effectively mirrored.
The most effective DASD Remote Mirror
solutions are possible when the remote mir-
ror can keep up with the local I/O activity;
this requires mainframe channel speeds
at relatively high cost, or a reduction in
the amount of data protected in order to
reduce cost.

Unlike bandwidth issues, propagation
delay has an oblique impact on costs.
Propagation delay is a physics problem,
which is less amenable to a simple solution.
Due to the limited (!) speed of light, there is
a significant delay (in computer terms)
between sending data to the remote mirror
image facility and receiving back the com-
pletion indicators that permit the mirrored
I/O process to logically complete. Since the
simplest and cheapest DASD Remote
Mirror solutions are synchronous ones, they
lock the performance of the central site
processor to the rate of completion of mir-
rored I/O. Examples of synchronous solutions
include IBM's Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy
(PPRC), Hitachi Data Systems' HPRC and
EMC's SRDF Synchronous Mode. For a
short-path mirror implementation, such as a
large campus with an ESCON fiber channel
connection, or for an implementation across
a medium-sized state, propagation delay is a
minor consideration. However, remember
that I/O response time impacts the perfor-
mance of the entire central processor. The
propagation delays typical of a thousand-
mile link can double or triple the total I/O
response time for the central processor. This
performance penalty is normally seen as
unacceptable by most organizations.

Propagation delay can be sidestepped
somewhat using asynchronous DASD
Remote Mirror solutions. In these solutions,
such as IBM's Extended Remote Copy (or
XRC), the central host processor collects
local I/O transactions requiring remote pro-
tection into packets and sends these packets
to a remote processor connected to its own
DASD. The remote processor collects the
packets and organizes and sequences them.
It then applies the I/O transactions represented
in the packets to its DASD environment in
the appropriate sequence. There is some
delay compared to the original I/O, but the
sequence of I/O is maintained. This pro-
cessing assures arrival sequence and has
improved the support of consistency groups
— related I/O that must complete together
for integrity — at the cost of additional
CPU resources. 

Organizations already maintaining CPU
resources at their recovery site are good
candidates for asynchronous solutions that
can reduce propagation delay impacts.
Since they already have a secondary CPU
and attendant infrastructure in place, the
incremental costs to go to an asynchronous
remote mirrored solution are minimal.

Due to both bandwidth cost and propaga-
tion delay, communications issues can
therefore be another reason why not all
protectable data can be remote mirrored.
Once again, there needs to be a secondary
protection strategy to support data that is
not mirrored for cost reasons, but which
will be required in secondary levels of 
disaster recovery. ABARS can readily provide
the required secondary protection, making
periodic backups of all critical data for
applications that are less critical either in
their recovery point objective (time value
of the data) or recovery time objective
(time value of the outage). ABARS' trans-
parent handling of tape and migrated data
make it the tool of choice for these second-
tier applications.

ISSUE FOUR: PROVIDING A
RECOVERABLE IMAGE

Beyond transmission mechanics, the
other limitation that affects remote mirror
planning is one that is created, ironically, by
the very strength of DASD Remote
Mirroring — the absolute duplication of
local DASD activity at the remote mirror
site. This behavior can have a negative
rather than positive consequence. This con-
sequence is termed the "Recoverable
Image" problem.

An identical and instantaneous mirror
image is a problem in two events. First, in
the simplest case, imagine that a legacy
application has begun updating its master-
file in a single batch process. The remote
image of the master file will contain the
same updates as the original, changing in
step as they are made. The application
masterfile is a simple keyed VSAM file. In
the event of a disaster during the update
process, the remote mirror image contains a
partially completed masterfile. Without
additional, before-image masterfile backups
in place, the remote mirror image will not
provide any ability to reset the masterfile to
the status as of the start of the update process
so that update processing can be resumed —
the masterfile will be left in an indeterminate

status. Therefore, this application will require
extensive manual intervention before it can be
correctly restarted at the recovery site.

Another recoverable image problem is
more challenging — in the rare but conceiv-
able event of a "logical meltdown," where the
data written is the wrong data, in the wrong
order; the mirroring process can compound
the original problem by duplicating the damage
at the remote site. This scenario is expected
during so-called "rolling disasters," where a
series of coincidental events compound the
severity of the disaster until a complete failure
ensues. In these situations, heavy error
recovery processing, exception handling
and hardware retry will be all operating at
peak rates; the net outcome is likely to be
chaotic. A chaotic image of the database is
not going to be a useful resource at the
remote site.

Consistency groups are a final challenge
related to recoverable image issues. Databases
transaction before beginning a live update
transaction, and a second logfile transaction
after the end of the transaction (a "phased
commit"); if the logfiles and database table-
spaces are on separate devices, behind
separate controllers, there is no guarantee
that the intended I/O interlock has actually
occurred when viewed at a system level. To
protect against such a failure of consistency
groups, periodic point-in-time backups
taken with data in a known consistency status
are essential in order to provide a roll-for-
ward capability in the database environment.

Due to these issues, there remains a con-
tinuing need for "point-in-time" images of
groups of data in correct logical agreement
(or with "referential integrity") in order to
provide a recoverable image capability. This
need is most critical for database applications,
but can apply as well to "flat file" applications
— especially legacy systems. 

ABARS' protection of the integrity of its
created aggregates and its inclusion of file
metadata within the backup provide a robust
and resilient mechanism to provide easily-
restored file images for both recoverable-
image and consistency group issues.

THE SOLUTION: HYBRID
TECHNOLOGIES WITH ABARS

As you can see, the cost and technology
issues arising from DASD Remote Mirror
strategies interact with one another and
can dramatically change the set-point of
an organization's storage management
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strategies at many levels. Each organiza-
tion will have its own most-critical issues,
but for most, the combination of costs will
dictate some degree of divergence from
the "100 percent DASD/100 percent
remote-mirrored" paradigm that makes for
the simplest implementation of DASD
Remote Mirroring. At a minimum there
will be tape data requiring protection; at
the other extreme only a few volumes or
storage groups will be protected with
DASD Remote Mirror technologies. For
all of these situations, there needs to be a
secondary strategy, a hybrid approach, to
provide for assured recoverability.

Even for those special few organizations
that can be 100 percent DASD/100 percent
remote-mirrored, legacy systems and data-
bases will continue to drive the need for
supplemental point-in-time backups that
provide recoverable images of essential
files and database structures.

ABARS can provide these essential
"bridging" backups in a reliable and effec-
tive way. Its classical point-in-time backup

strategy is an important strength when the
issue is recoverable image support.
Recovery success is augmented by ABARS
comprehensive capture of the storage
metadata for each file within the backup;
this permits simple and problem-free
recovery of the aggregates created.
Combined with after-market tools that help
identify data requiring this kind of backup
support, and which help to manage the
backup status and recovery process,
ABARS can be an effective supplemental
tool for those data that cannot be mirrored
or data that requires supplemental support
to meet recoverable image constraints.

Mainstar's ASAP and Backup & Recovery
Manager provides targeted extensions to the
ABARS facilities I've outlined here, making
recovery planning, implementation and
management simpler and more reliable.
Mainstar is working on additional support
for the DASD Remote Mirror environment,
including automated reconciliation of non-
mirrored data with data in backup sets to
identify data without a safe point of capture.

In all of these situations and scenarios,
ABARS continues to provide important
benefits and deserves to be in the tool set of
disaster recovery professionals.  
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strategies and product directions. Erik can
contacted at erikp@mainstar.com.
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